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Abstract

which for a sinusoid

A nonlinezu approach based on the Teager-Kaiser
energy operator for multi-tone detection in the presence of
voice is presented. The :tpproach is shown to provide
accurate frequency estimation, robustness against network
distortions. good rejection of tone-like speech, with 11 significantly lower computational load when cotnpared to
classical tone detection approaches.
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For detection. this expression provides the required
frequency information if the amplitude remains constant.
This is indeed the c a ~ efor each of the components of ;I
DTMF signd, whose amplitude is required to remain stable while the signal is being produced. Furthemore, the
amplitudes of both DTMF frequency cotnponents are
essentially equal at the point of generation. However, there
is a large transmission media diversity in the telephone
network, which is characterized by transfer functions with
nonuniform amplitude response in the voicehand. Thus,
the transmission channel produces different level attenuation for each DTMF component that must be tolerated att
the receiver. The required frequency and amplitude informationcanbe
decoupled by using the Discrete Energy
Separation Algorithm (DESA) approach [3, 61.

The use of single- and multi-component signals is
quite colntnon in telecorntnunications, as ;t means t o transmit additional infonnation or signaling together with
voice. Dual Tone Multi-Frequency (DTMF) is used extensively for telephone dialing, and a l s o provides ;Luser interface to request special services from the central office or t o
input data into automated answering systems. These signals are produced by a combination of two single-frequency tones. eachfrom ;I set of four tones in a lower
(697,770, 852, 941 Hz) or upper (1209, 1336. 1477, 1633
Hz) frequency bands, representing the digits 0-9, *. #, and
A-D reserved tones.

Detection using the Energy Operator
A DTMF signal has two frequency components.
+ 0,)+A,cos (L1?17 + @ ? ) . The corresponding energy operator has 4 teitns, & which 2 are
related to the amplitude-frequency product squared o f the
individual components. and the other 2 are crossterms
varying :it a rate equal to the sum and difference of the
component frequencies. By the use of simple filtering it is
possible to eliminate the DC term, which contain the
amplitude and frequency information for both components
but cannot be easily decoupled, and the frequency-sum
termwhich is usually heavily attenuated. the frequencydifference term can be isolated:
x(n) = A i m (L.lln

Standards for DTMF reception specify stringent
requirements, such as validating the presence of only one
frequency component in each of the bands, frequency tolerances. amplitude limits and permissible difference in
component levels (twist), minimum duration of tones and
cycle times, noise requirements, and rejection of false
DTMF signals.
Classical DTMF detection methods use bandpass filter banks and envelope detectors to estimate the level o f
each of the eight possible frequency components. and
select the frequencies with the highest levels as candidates
for DTR@ signals. Further processing is required to try to
discriminate real tones from voice signals or other energy
in the voiceband. The properties of the Teager-Kaiser
algorithm [ I , 21, also known 21s the energy operator. make
it a natural choice for tone processing:

where 4, = 0, - 4)- . The frequency of this Crossterm.
which corresponds to the difference of DTMF tone cornponents, canbe detected by it second energy oper:rator.
However, this detection method is by
afYected
the reception
level of the individual components. since the detected
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putations, it is important to outline the advantages of each
of these techniques for frequency identification. Both
methods require the computation of the energy oper.dor on
the signal and its derivative. The difference consists in the
way the derivative is approximated in the discrete-time
domain. Althoughboth approxirnations are accurate and
result in almost identical estimation results, the resulting
discrete-time analytical expressions for the energy operator outputs ;re different and have useful properties.

quantity is proportional to the product of the cornponent
amplitudes and the squared sine of the frequency difference:
Y [ c ( n )] = 4 A ,-A1-sin
-’

[
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An inherent advantage of this crossterm detection
approach is that it treats the DTMF tone as a composite
signal, without isolating its cotnponents. In order for the
output of the second energy operator to remain const;nt
during DTMF production, the amplitudes and frequencies
of both components have to remain constant sirnultaneously,thus providing xn automatic verification of this
recpirernent. This property enhances the detector discrimination against false detection, as it is highly unlikely that
speech can produce ;t dual tone without fluctuations of
amplitude or frequency for any significant length of timc.

The DESA- 1 [3, 5.61 approach approximates the sign a l derivative by the average of forward and backwxd 1point differences, but instend of computing the difference
signal andthen apply the operator, whichwould result
identical to DESA-2, it approximates the energy operator
of the signal derivative by the average of the energy operators of forward and backward differences. For a sinusoid
.Y ( n ) = Aces ( C h + @) this results in:

.

The level dependence problem could easily be
avoided by decoupling the crosstenn’s amplitude and freyuency cornponents using the DESA approach. On the
other hand. the frequency sum term in Eq. (4) helps to discriminate between DTMF tones with similar frequency
difference between components. Detection based on frequency differences only reduces the tone discrimination
capability with respect to that obtained by detection of
individual frequency components. The set of frequency
differences for all 16 valid DTMF tones is (268. 357, 395,
439.484. 512. 53h, 566, 625. 639, 602, 707. 7x0, 781,
863. 036 Hz), where the minimum distance between difference frequencies corresponding to two different DTMF
tones is only 1 Hz. which would result in the codes ‘3’ and
‘C’ being easily confused. As a comparison. the minimum
difference of individual DTMF frequency components is
73 Hz. Nevertheless, the crossterm method remains IL’; a
cost effective alternative for DTMF detection in applications where only a subset of DTMF tones is used or the
level of the DTMF components is guaranteed to have a
minimal variation from their nominal generation level.

where the notation xn = s ( n ) hx5 beenused. This
approxirnation of the energy operator of the signal derivative is combined with the energy operator of the signal in
Eq. (2) to produce the frequency and amplitude estitnates:

where Eqs. (6) and (7) are obtained from the corresponding expressions in [6]by the use of scaling properties of the energy operator 141 to ensure that the computed
signals remain bounded in :I fixed-point implementation.
The DESA-1 estimates are based on only 5 sample points.
It canbe shown. byusing trigonometric simplification,
that the :tbove expressions rue cxuc:t for the case of a pure
sinusoid.

Detection using the Discrete Energy Separation Algorithm (DESA)

An important property of DESA- 1 frequency estimation using Eq. ( 6 ) is that the frequency of m y signal up to
L.1 = TC (half the sampling frequency) can be determined.
This is due to the fact that the sine function and its inverse
7c
have ;t unique correspondence between 0 and ? . Since the
L2 . .
sine argument is - . it follows that the frequgncy can be
2 .
uniquely determined for any il between 0 2nd E .

DTMF detection c;n be performed reliably by separating the two frequency colnponents in the low and upper
frequency hands by the use of simple filters. Instead of
usingthe
energy operator on each component, which
would produce level-dependent fi-eyuency estimates, the
frequency and amplitude estimates for each component
are obtained using the DESA approach, a s shown in Fig. 1.

The DESA-2 method requires the computation of the
energy operator of the signal derivative, by approxirnatting
the derivative by the 2-point sytnrnetlic difference
s I I
-.Y
I ’ The DESA-2 frequency and amplitude esti-

Both DESA-I and DESA-2 [6] produce accurate
estimates, although DESA-2 has a slight computational
advanlage [2]. Although DESA-2 has been employed for
DTMF detection in the rest of this paper to minimize com-
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quency and amplitude estimators, and declares the valid
detection of ;t DTMF tonewhenthe amplitude and frequency specification requirements are met and maintained
during a minimum length of time, the level twist doesn’t
extend beyond acceptable limits, and the tone duration is
within the limits specified for on/off periods. Since all
DTMF frequencies are below 2 KHz, processing can be
performed at a 4 kHz sampling rate.

mates are obtained from:

DTMF Detection
The perforlnanceof the proposed method for ;t series
of short DTMF pulses is shown in Fig. 2. Each of the 16
DTMF tones tested has a duration of 40 ms followed by a
10 Ins silence. The top graph shows two traces for the
upper and lower-band instantaneousfrequencies, while the
lower graph shows two traces for the corresponding
amplitudes and a third trace for the original signal offset
by - 1. The frequency estimates are accurate, remain constant during the tone, and respond i~nrnediatelyto silence
or to a new tone. The amplitude estimates are also precise
and independent of the DTMF frequencies. The last five
pulses represent the sane tone (D) with differing levels for
each of its components: both at 0 dBm, both at -6 dBm,
twist of 12 dB, reverse twist of -6 dB, and both at -25
dBm, respectively. As required, the frequency estimates
are insensitive to level v,ui;dions in the components.

Again. it is important to note that these expressions
are mucf for a pure sinusoid. The DESA-2 estimates are
also based on 5 s m p l e points. From Eq. (X) w ~ in
d light of
the previous discussion for DESA-1, it can be seen that the
frequency of the signal can be uniquely determined only
7[
up to - (one quarter of the samplingfrequency) for
71
DESA-3. The frequency Ll of ;t signal beyond - willbe
2.L.
identified a s its mirror frequency with respect to - , 1.e. as
2.
E - 6 2 . This is :lso true for frequency estimation using the
basic energy operator. However, it should not be considered that the energy operator is inherently limited to process signals with frequencies only up to one quarter of the
sampling frequency;the use of a different discrete approximation which results in appropriate trigonometric expressions for frequency estilnution can avoid this limitation, a s
is the case in the DESA-1 approach.

Detection with Noise and Impostor Speech

The nonlinear DTMF detection approach based on
DESA-2 frequency/amplitude estimation is shown in Fig.
1. The bandpass filters separate the lower and upper frequency bands, increase the SNR by eliminating signals out
of the DTMF frequency range, and provide sufficient adjacentband rejection to avoid crosstenns withthe other
DTMF component. The energy operator output is almost
always positive, but a lower threshold is applied to ensure
positivity and avoid division by zero.

Additive noise produces a distortion on the energy
operatoroutput proportional to the noise variance. This
distortion extends to the DESA approach, a s it is formed
by the ratio of energy operators of the signal and its derivative. To minimize the noise effects on the estimates. the
signal is bandpass filtered to include only the DTMF frequency components beforeDESA processing. An additional stage of soft low-pass filtering is performed on the
frequency and amplitude estimates, based on the requirement that the DTMF signals be steady during their production. The design of the filters presents a trade-off‘ between
removal of noise, detection speed, impostor signal rejection, and computational complexily.

Computational Complexity
Traditional DTMF detectors use ;t bank of bandpass
filters for the X component frequencies followedby envelope detectors, and identify ;t tonebasedonthelargest
outputs. Each bandpass filter is 2nd order or higher, and
the envelope detectors ;tre 1st order LPFs.requiring a minimum of40 adds and 56 multiplies per sample.

Speechhasfundamentally
different charuacteristics
than tones due to complex Inechmisms in its production.
Both level and frequency of formants vary during it pitch
period. In addition, voicewithineachhandusuallypresents Inore thitn one colnponent. The nonlinear frequency
estimates of multi-component signals present oscillatory
crossterms. These properties are exploited in the system to
discriminate valid tones from speech by si~nplychecking
the flatness of the estimates. The results are il1ustr:tted in
Fig. 3, which shows a telephone speech signal known to
falsely trigger other detectors. together with DTMF tones
with 20 dB SNR. The nonlinear approach easily discriminales between tone-like voice and real tones.

The nonlinear approachreduces the computational
loadto almost :t half by usingonly 2 detectors for the
upperand lower bands. The DESA-2 approrrch requires
only 3 adds, Smultiplies, and 1 divide per srunple for frequency estilnation. Band-split pre-filters are 4th order
IIRs, whileboth smoothingLPFs are 1storder.Total
requirements are 24 adds, 34 multiplies. and 1 divide per
sample.
The task of DTMF detection is completed by ;t simple control scheme which checks the outputs of the fre-
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Figure 1 Nonlinear DTMF detection scheme

.

A nonlinear method for the detection of DTMF signals in telephone colnrnunications based on estimation of
instantaneous amplitudes and frequencies using the Teager-Kaiser energy operator is presented. Evaluation on re:d
telephone signals dernonstrattes the advantages of nonlinear detection techniques over conventional approaches
based on linear filtering. Frequency and amplitude estimates based on DESA-2 enable accurate detection of
DTMF signals, with a minor amount of processing
required to separate the signal cotnponents and to handle
the variability of noise and level distortions present in the
telephone network. Furthermore. the opermr properties
for sinusoidal signds provide excellent immunity to false
detections due to speech or other voiceband energy which
attempts to simulate DTMF signals, as well ;as to the existence of more than one cornponent in each frequency band.
The described approach satisfies the DTMF reception
standards requirements, with its main advantages being its
profound simplicity. a large reduction in computational
complexity. fister detection performance, and robust discrimination against false DTMF signals.
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Figure 2 Detection of DTMF signals using DESA-2
DTMF deledon with DESA-2 algorithm - Frequency estimates
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Figure 3 Detection of DTMF signals in noise
(SNR=20dB) and impostor speech
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